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Ming General Qi Jiguang (1528-1587), presents his views on martial arts training clearly and concisely in his *New Book of Effective Discipline* (1561) and *Actual Record of Training* (1571). In these works, one can see practical application of the best in Chinese military tradition. They reveal that, probably even well before Qi’s time, the martial arts practiced in the villages as part of militia training had gradually evolved into a form of recreation as well, and had become characterized by the “flowery” movements associated with self expression and individual styles. Qi condemned these “flowery” martial arts as undisciplined and inappropriate for military use in combat and emphasized that, “…in training troops, the pretty is not practical and the practical is not pretty…”

Qi’s view of the role of boxing as the foundation for developing weapons skills (primarily broadsword and polled weapons in anti-pirate operations) conforms closely to the explanation contained in the *Han History Bibliographies* (c. 90 A.D.). With this purpose in mind, Qi developed a boxing routine comprised of 32 forms selected from what he considered to be the foremost styles of the day. The result was his chapter titled, “Boxing Classic Essentials”, in the *New Book of Effective Discipline*. [4]

Although boxing, with its agile movements, was considered to be the foundation for weapons use, it was only one element in Qi’s overall training regimen. The training regimen included: maintaining an overall strong fighting constitution (through remaining “lean and mean”); strong hands and arms through training with heavier than normal weapons; strong feet and legs through running over 600 yards without gasping for breath an, using ankle weights (bags of sand) while running; and overall bodily strength and endurance by training while weighted down with heavier than normal armor. [5] Strength, endurance, and agility were physical traits prized in the Chinese military from earliest times. Weight lifting, long distance running, jumping, climbing, and swimming were among the activities associated with military training and martial arts prowess over the centuries. [6] However, this does not mean that brute strength was considered the determining factor in battle. To the contrary, brain was favored over brawn in the tactics of hand-to-hand combat. This is most clearly brought out in Yu Dayou’s (1503-1580) *Sword Classic*, which Qi included in its entirety as a chapter in his *New Book of Effective Discipline*. According to one of Yu’s general formulaic verses, “Use hard force prior to the opponent’s release of force. While the opponent is busy, I calmly wait; I observe his rhythm and let him struggle.” The key to Yu’s tactics is, “Take advantage of the point where his old force has passed and before his new force is
released.” [7] Thus, one can see in Ming period military martial arts writings basic theories similar to those which later appear in the so-called taijiquan classics.

Qi combined his demands for physical fitness and effective hand-to-hand tactics into an overall training program which eschewed “flowery” routines and stressed realistic weapons techniques using sparring and striking at targets. Rewards and punishments were used to encourage high proficiency. [8]
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